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Flexible retrieval mechanisms that allow us to infer relationships across events may also lead to memory errors 

or distortion when details of one event are misattributed to the related event. Here, we tested how making 

successful inferences alters representation of overlapping events, leading to false memories. Participants encoded 

overlapping associations (‘AB’ and ‘BC’), each of which was superimposed on different indoor and outdoor scenes 

that were pre-exposed prior to associative learning. Participants were subsequently tested on both the directly 

learned pairs (‘AB’ and ‘BC’) and inferred relationships across pairs (‘AC’). We predicted that when people make 

a correct inference, features associated with overlapping events may become integrated in memory. To test this 

hypothesis, participants completed a final detailed retrieval test, in which they had to recall the scene associated 

with initially learned ‘AB’ pairs (or ‘BC’ pairs). We found that the outcome of inference decisions impacted 

the degree to which neural patterns elicited during detailed ‘AB’ retrieval reflected reinstatement of the scene 

associated with the overlapping ‘BC’ event. After successful inference, neural patterns in the anterior hippocampus, 

posterior medial prefrontal cortex, and our content-reinstatement region (left inferior temporal gyrus) were more 

similar to the overlapping, yet incorrect ‘BC’ context relative to after unsuccessful inference. Further, greater 

hippocampal activity during inference was associated with greater reinstatement of the incorrect, overlapping 

context in our content-reinstatement region, which in turn tracked contextual misattributions during detailed 

retrieval. These results suggest recombining memories during successful inference can lead to misattribution of 

contextual details across related events, resulting in false memories. 
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Episodic memory supports our ability to retrieve distinct elements

f past experiences ( Tulving, 1983 ). In addition, a growing body of ev-

dence suggests that episodic memory also allows us to recombine such

lements to create novel episodes that have not been directly experi-

nced (e.g., Moscovitch et al., 2016 ; Thakral et al., 2019 ). For example,

ccording to the constructive episodic simulation hypothesis ( Schacter and

ddis 2007a , 2007b , 2020 ) flexibly retrieving and recombining ele-

ents of past experiences is critical for our ability to imagine or simulate

vents that may occur in the future. In addition to simulating possi-

le future events, such constructive episodic processes ( Schacter, 2012 )

ave been shown to support inferential retrieval ( Preston et al., 2004 ;

eithamova et al., 2012 a; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010 ), means-

nd problem solving ( Jing et al., 2016 ; Madore and Schacter, 2014 ;

heldon et al., 2011 ), and divergent creative thinking ( Madore et al.,

015 ). 

However, the constructive episodic simulation hypothesis also

olds that the functional benefits of flexible retrieval and recom-
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ination may be accompanied by a cost: susceptibility to memory

rrors such as source misattribution and false recognition that can

esult from mistakenly combining elements of distinct past experi-

nces ( Schacter and Addis, 2007a , 2007b , 2020 ; for related views,

ee Dudai and Carruthers, 2005 ; Suddendorf and Corballis, 2007 ).

hat is, while such constructive processes support a range of adaptive

nemonic functions, they may also leave memory prone to error or

istortion (cf., Bartlett, 1932 ; Brainerd and Reyna, 2005 ; Loftus et al.,

978 ; Howe, 2011 ; McClelland, 1995 ; Roediger, 1996 ; Schacter, 2001 ;

chacter et al., 2011, 2021 ). 

Using a modified associative inference paradigm, Carpenter and

chacter (2017) directly tested the key claim of the constructive episodic

imulation hypothesis that the same flexible retrieval processes that are

sed to combine elements of distinct episodes into functionally useful,

ovel representations, may also produce memory errors. Associative in-

erence is an adaptive process that supports our ability to reactivate and

ecombine past episodes in order to infer a novel relationship that has

ot been directly experienced (e.g., Zeithamova and Preston, 2010 ). In
ch 2021 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of experimental methods. Participants completed two sessions that were separated by a 24-hour delay. Session 1 consisted of two phases. During 

the pre-exposure phase, participants viewed each of the ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ contexts without the superimposed people and objects while in the scanner. During the AB 

and BC encoding phase participants learned overlapping ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ pairs outside of the scanner. For each event, participants were instructed to learn the direct 

relationships (‘AB’ and ‘BC’), the indirect relationship (‘AC’), and the event context details (e.g., the color of the couch). Following a 24-hour delay, participants 

completed Session 2, which consisted of three phases (two detail retrieval phases and one test of directly learned/associative inference trials). Participants completed 

one half of the detail retrieval trials before and completed the alternate half of the detail retrieval trials after the directly learned and associative inference test. 

During each detail retrieval trial participants first viewed the cue individual and the detail question (e.g., what color was the couch?) for six seconds. During this 

‘remember’ period participants were instructed to think back to the currently cued context image and visualize the relevant contextual detail to the best of their 

ability. Following each six second ‘remember’ period, participants were presented with four possible answer choices: misinformation, true, foil and 100% unsure. The 

misinformation choice was the contradictory detail from the overlapping event (e.g., brown couch) and is circled in red. The correct choice was the true detail from 

the currently cued event (e.g., white couch) and is circled in green. The foil choice was a detail that was not present in either the currently cued or overlapping event 

(e.g., gray couch). Once the four possible answer choices appeared on the screen, participants were given four seconds to make their response. . (For interpretation 

of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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revious versions of the modified associative inference paradigm, during

he first session participants were asked to learn partially overlapping

AB’ and ‘BC’ events comprised of a unique ‘A’ or ‘C’ person and a shared

B’ object superimposed on an indoor or outdoor scene. Importantly,

hese scene contexts contained at least ten contextual details that were

ontradictory across the overlapping ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ events (e.g., event

AB’ contained a white couch and event ‘BC’ contained a brown couch

see Fig. 1 for example images). Participants were instructed to learn

oth the direct person-object relationships (i.e., ‘AB’ and ‘BC’), the indi-

ect relationships between two people based on the shared object (i.e.,

AC’) and the contextual details of the scenes associated with each event

e.g., the color of the couch). Results revealed significantly higher rates

f false memories (i.e., trials where participants chose the contextual

etail from the overlapping event and misattributed its source to the

urrently cued event) after successful associative inference compared to

oth after unsuccessful inference and before successful associative in-

erence ( Carpenter and Schacter, 2017 ). 

Carpenter and Schacter (2017) argued that flexible retrieval

nd recombination mechanisms active during the test of directly
2 
earned/associative inference trials may result in false memories be-

ause inferring the relationship across the ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ events requires

articipants to both reactivate distinct ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ episodes and fur-

her flexibly recombine the nonoverlapping ‘A’ and ‘C’ items. During

uch flexible retrieval, contextual details from one event may be more

ully bound to the overlapping, yet incorrect source, resulting in memory

rrors associated with heightened cross-episode binding (cf., Bridge and

oss, 2014a , 2014b ) as a result of flexible retrieval and recombina-

ion processes. Supporting the role of retrieval-based processes in false

emories, past work has shown that reinstatement or reminders of

ast events during new learning can result in memory errors, where

etails from one event are misremembered as having come from an

lternate event ( Hupbach et al., 2008 , 2007 ; Hupbach et al., 2009 ;

ershman et al., 2013 ). 

While past behavioral results support the specific link between flex-

ble retrieval mechanisms and both successful inference and false mem-

ries ( Carpenter and Schacter, 2017 ; Carpenter and Schacter 2018a ),

othing is known about the neural basis of this effect. Specifically, it is

nknown whether the neural representation of the currently cued event
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1 Given the problem of multiple comparisons associated with a whole-brain 

searchlight approach and other related issues (see Etzel, Zacks & Braver, 2013 ) 

and that we had strong apriori hypotheses regarding the role of the anterior 

hippocampus, posterior mPFC and our content-reinstatement region (L. ITG) 

in our current task, we focused the RSA analyses to only three predetermined 

ROIs. Further, in order to highlight the specificity of the current results to our 

three predetermined ROIs, we conducted additional control analyses using pos- 

terior hippocampus and anterior mPFC ROIs. Thus, strong ROI-specific hypothe- 

ses based on past literature, in concert with anatomical control analyses showing 

region specificity, allow us to focus the results and discussion on specific and 

logical regions known to be involved in flexibly retrieving and recombining past 

events. Future, more exploratory, work should attempt to determine the role of 

other core network regions typically involved with episodic memory related 

tasks in successful associative inference and subsequent false memories. 
ecomes more similar to the overlapping, yet incorrect event context fol-

owing successful associative inference as compared to unsuccessful in-

erence. Such changes in representational similarity would be expected

f during successful associative inference ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ representations

re indeed reactivated and recombined to create a more integrated rep-

esentation wherein contextual details are more fully, yet mistakenly

ound to the overlapping, yet incorrect event. The main purpose of the

resent functional resonance magnetic imaging (fMRI) study is to test

he novel prediction that the same flexible retrieval mechanisms that

upport successful inference decisions directly affect the neural repre-

entations of the original events during subsequent retrieval attempts. 

Past research has shown that regions of the medial temporal lobe

MTL), namely the hippocampus ( Preston et al., 2004 ; Zeithamova and

reston, 2010 ), and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) are particularly impor-

ant when individuals make successful inference judgments (i.e., ‘AC’

ecisions; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010 ) relative to retrieving directly

earned associations (i.e., ‘AB’ and ‘BC’). These results suggest that the

TL and IFG play a unique role in flexibly recombining overlapping

emories during inference. In particular, IFG may control the retrieval

f and resolve interference between competing memory representations

 Badre and Wagner, 2007 ; Oztekin et al., 2009 ). Taken together, the IFG

ay work in concert with the hippocampus to support successful infer-

nce when participants have not integrated overlapping ‘AB’ and ‘BC’

vents during encoding (for a similar integrative encoding account, see

chlichting et al., 2015 ; Shohamy and Wagner, 2008 ; Zeithamova et al.,

012 a). 

Related work suggests that successful retrieval of event details

s thought to involve the reinstatement of encoding-related activ-

ty in the hippocampus and other content-specific cortical regions

 Slotnick and Schacter, 2006 ; Johnson and Rugg, 2007 ; Thakral et al.,

015 ; for reviews, see Danker and Anderson, 2010 ; Rugg et al., 2015 ;

lotnick, 2004 ). Further, successful memory decisions are associated

ith stronger item-specific reinstatement in both the hippocampus

and surrounding MTL regions) and content-specific cortical regions

 Bird et al., 2015 ; Gordon et al., 2014 ; Kuhl and Chun, 2014 ; Lee et al.,

019 ; Mack and Preston, 2016 ; Oedekoven et al., 2017 ; Pacheco Estefan

t al., 2019 ; Ritchey et al., 2013 ; Staresina et al., 2012 ; Tompary et al.,

016 ; Wing et al., 2015 ; for a review, see Xue, 2018 ). Finally, during

etrieval, item-specific reinstatement in the hippocampus via pattern

ompletion processes may drive subsequent reinstatement in content-

pecific cortical regions, supporting the successful retrieval of event de-

ails ( Bosch et al., 2014 ; Pacheco Estefan et al., 2019 ; Gordon et al.,

014 ; Ritchey et al., 2013 ; Staresina et al., 2012 ; Tompary et al., 2016 ;

ee also Wing et al., 2015 for evidence regarding hippocampal activ-

ty during encoding driving subsequent cortical reinstatement during

etrieval). 

Reactivating related memories (i.e., ‘AB’) during new learning (i.e.,

BC’) can promote memory integration via hippocampal-mPFC interac-

ions that support successful associative inference ( Zeithamova et al.,

012 a). Further, after participants learn such related ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ as-

ociations, neural patterns in the anterior hippocampus and posterior

PFC show evidence of memory integration, such that patterns of neural

ctivity for the non-overlapping ‘A’ and ‘C’ items become more similar to

ne another, relative to items from unrelated events ( Schlichting et al.,

015 ). While the aforementioned studies focus on integration of related

emories during and as a result of encoding partially-overlapping ‘AB’

nd ‘BC’ associations, such integration/recombination mechanisms can

lso operate during successful inference judgments (i.e., during the in-

erence test itself), connecting not only the non-overlapping elements

hat support successful inference (e.g., the man and the boy) but also

urrounding contextual features (e.g., the color of the couch). 

In sum, results of past work utilizing various fMRI analytic meth-

ds highlight the role of the MTL (specifically the anterior hippocam-

us), IFG and medial prefrontal regions in the retrieval and flexible re-

ombination of overlapping, yet distinct memories in order to support
3 
uccessful associative inference ( Preston et al., 2004 ; Zeithamova and

reston, 2010 ; Zeithamova et al., 2012 a). Further, following the flexi-

le retrieval and recombination of distinct episodes, the neural patterns

or non-overlapping items (i.e., ‘A’ and ‘C’) become more similar to one

nother in the anterior hippocampus and posterior medial prefrontal

ortex ( Schlichting et al., 2015 ). Finally, greater item-specific reinstate-

ent during retrieval tracks various aspects of participants’ memories

rom free-recall of event details (e.g., Oedekoven et al., 2017 ) to ratings

f recognition memory confidence ( Ritchey et al., 2013 ). 

In the present fMRI study, we assessed how flexible retrieval/cross

pisode binding mechanisms that support successful associative infer-

nce affect the specific neural representations of the original event con-

exts. Further, we evaluated how reinstatement of the overlapping, yet

ncorrect event context following successful inference impacts the like-

ihood that participants misattribute such contextual details in memory.

e did so by utilizing both univariate analyses and a representational

imilarity analysis (RSA) approach with our modified associative infer-

nce paradigm. Thus, the goal of the current study is to target item-

pecific reinstatement of the contextual information that we hypothe-

ize is retrieved and bound to the overlapping event during successful

nferential retrieval. In line with this goal, we targeted the increased

einstatement of the overlapping, yet incorrect contextual scene infor-

ation following successful inferential retrieval and further related the

delity of such overlapping, yet incorrect contextual reinstatement to

articipants’ subsequent false memory scores. To do so, we modified

ur previous associative inference paradigm to allow for the decoding

f memory for specific event contexts by introducing a pre-exposure

hase during the first study session. 

During the scanned pre-exposure phase, prior to learning the over-

apping ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ associations, participants viewed each of the ‘AB’

nd ‘BC’ scene context images in isolation without the superimposed

eople (i.e., ‘A’ and ‘C’ items) and objects (i.e., ‘B’ item). Following the

re-exposure phase, participants learned the partially overlapping ‘AB’

nd ‘BC’ event pairs outside of the scanner. Following a 24-hour de-

ay, participants were scanned again while completing two sets of detail

etrieval trials, testing their memory for the specific contextual event de-

ails, separated by the directly learned and associative inference tests. 

Given past literature highlighting the role of the anterior hippocam-

us and posterior mPFC regions in both successful associative inference

nd memory recombination/integration, we limited our RSA results to

hree regions of interest (ROIs): 1 anterior hippocampus, posterior mPFC,

nd a ‘content-reinstatement’ region in the inferior temporal cortex,

pecifically the L. inferior temporal gyrus (L. ITG; see Fig. 5 ). We chose

o focus on the L. ITG as our content-reinstatement region due to past

ork suggesting that this region may be sensitive to the reinstatement

f the specific contextual details relevant to our paradigm (e.g., object

nformation/objects in context - the color of the couch; Han et al., 2013 ;

reigeskorte et al., 2008 ; Ranganath et al., 2004 ; Vaidya et al., 2002 ;

oloszyn and Sheinberg, 2009 ; for review, see Bar, 2004 ). Based on past

ork highlighting the role of the anterior hippocampus, posterior mPFC
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Fig. 2. (A) Schematic of item-level reinstatement of overlapping, yet incorrect contextual details. A) For each anatomically defined ROI (i.e., bilateral anterior 

hippocampus – depicted above, L. ITG, bilateral subcallosal gyrus), the pattern of neural activity was extracted for every pre-exposure and detail retrieval trial. Patterns 

from the pre-exposure phase were averaged across all repetitions of the unique image. (B) Item-level reinstatement of overlapping, yet incorrect contextual details 

was measured by calculating the similarity between neural patterns during detail retrieval trials (e.g., AB 1 detail retrieval) and neural patterns when participants 

viewed the overlapping, yet incorrect event context during the pre-exposure phase (e.g., BC 1 pre-exposure; r match ) relative to neural patterns from the pre-exposure 

phase from other unrelated contexts coded in the same triad bin (e.g., successful inference vs. unsuccessful inference, before vs. after; r mismatch ). That is, if event ABC 1 
were a successful inference triad from after the test of directly learned/associative inference trials, the neural patterns associated with AB 1 detail retrieval trials 

would be correlated with all other ‘BC’ pre-exposure patterns associated with successful inference triads whose detail retrieval questions also occurred after the test 

of directly learned/associative inference trials. r match relative to r mismatch represents the item-specific reinstatement of overlapping, yet incorrect contextual details. 

(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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nd L. IFG in flexibly retrieving and recombining previously learned

elationships in order to support successful associative inference (e.g.,

eithamova and Preston, 2010 ), we chose to limit our univariate anal-

ses to these three ROIs (see “Identifying ROIs for RSA. ”). 

For each RSA ROI, during detail retrieval trials, we aimed to measure

he event-specific reinstatement of contextual details that were mistak-

nly bound to the overlapping event context as a consequence of flex-

ble retrieval mechanisms that support successful inference. Consistent

ith this goal, we correlated patterns of neural activity during detail

etrieval trials with patterns of neural activity during the pre-exposure

hase when participants passively viewed the overlapping, yet incorrect

ontext (see Fig. 2 ). For example, during detail retrieval trials, partici-

ants were presented with person A 1 (e.g., man cue) in order to cue the

etrieval of details related to context AB 1 (e.g., context with the white

ouch). In line with past research, reactivation or reinstatement of con-

ext AB 1 , in response to the cue person A 1, may track participants’ true

emory performance ( Mack and Preston 2016 ). Alternatively, in line

ith the goal of the current study, reinstatement of the incorrect con-

ext from the overlapping event (e.g., context BC 1 with the brown couch

overlapping, yet incorrect contextual reinstatement), in response to

ue person A 1 , may track participants’ false memory performance as a

esult of reactivating and recombining the partially overlapping events

uring the directly learned/associative inference test (see Fig. 1 ). 2 We

ested whether making inferences would promote integration of over-

apping memories, leading to memory misattributions in which the spa-

ial context from one event is retrieved when remembering a related

emory. 
2 Please note that in the current study we define source misattributions and 

istaken recombination/cross-episode binding as instances where participants 

emember or reinstate contextual details from the overlapping ‘BC’ event and at- 

ribute such details to their memory for the currently cued ‘AB’ event, for exam- 

le. Thus, in context of the current detail retrieval task, we define reinstatement 

f the overlapping, yet incorrect context as reinstatement of ‘BC’ scene details 

n response to the ‘AB’ event cue. While inferring that the man lives in a house 

ith both a brown couch and a white couch (i.e., the second order inference) 

ay indeed be useful in other contexts, the current detail retrieval task defines 

uch responses as false memories where contextual details of the ‘BC’ event were 

istakenly bound to the overlapping ‘AB’ event. 
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. Materials and methods 

.1. Participants 

31 participants completed both sessions of the study in full

M age = 21.10, SD = 2.21; M education = 14.90, SD = 2.07; 19 female).

articipants were recruited via advertisements at Boston University and

arvard University. All participants were native English speakers, right-

anded, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and no history of

sychiatric or neurological disorders. Participants gave informed con-

ent and were treated in accordance with guidelines approved by the

ommittee on the use of human subjects at Harvard University and re-

eived pay for completing the study. Two participants were excluded

rom all behavioral and fMRI analyses because they did not have at

east one triad in each bin (i.e., before vs. after, unsuccessful vs. suc-

essful inference), rendering the critical comparison of before vs. after

uccessful vs. unsuccessful inference impossible. Specifically, one par-

icipant was excluded for low performance on the associative inference

ask resulting in insufficient successful inference triads and one partic-

pant was excluded for high performance on the associative inference

ask resulting in insufficient unsuccessful inference triads. Thus, 29 par-

icipants (M age = 21.07, SD = 2.25; M education = 14.86, SD = 2.10; 19

emale) with sufficient successful and unsuccessful inference triad num-

ers were included in all behavioral analyses. For one participant, one

un of the detail retrieval trials before the directly learned/associative

nference task was excluded from both behavioral and fMRI analy-

es due to experimenter error (run was repeated twice – thus, the re-

eated run was excluded from all analyses). For subsequent univariate

nd RSA analyses, one participant was excluded from each for having

oo few successful/unsuccessful inference trials (i.e., fewer than 15 tri-

ls in each bin; see Supplemental Table 1 for avg. trials included in

SA analyses) and/or directly learned/associative inference trials (i.e.,

ewer than 8 trials per bin). Further, five participants were excluded

rom subsequent univariate and RSA analyses due to excessive move-

ent ( ≥ 3 mm translation or ≥ 3° rotation within runs). Thus, the re-

aining 23 participants (M age = 21.09, SD = 2.43; M education = 14.91,

D = 2.31; 15 female) were included in all fMRI analyses. All critical

SA analyses are based on within-subject correlations and a sample size

f 23 participants is consistent with sample sizes of past work both

sing similar paradigms ( Schlichting et al., 2015 ; Zeithamova et al.,
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012 a; van Kesteren et al., 2020 ) and analyses (see Liang and Pre-

ton, 2017 ; Mack and Preston, 2016 ; Tompary et al., 2016 ; Tompary and

avachi, 2017 ). 

.2. Summary of procedure 

Participants came into the lab for two sessions separated by a 24-

our delay (the procedures here follow our prior studies, Carpenter and

chacter, 2017 , 2018a , 2018b ). All experimental sessions were run using

sychoPy2 (v1.80.03). During the first session, participants completed

ix runs of the pre-exposure phase while in the scanner followed by the

AB’ and ‘BC’ encoding phases outside of the scanner. During the second

ession, participants completed all tasks while in the scanner. Partic-

pants completed one half (i.e., six runs) of the detail retrieval trials

rior to completing three runs of the directly learned and associative

nference trials. After the test of directly learned and associative infer-

nce trials, participants were given a short, approximately five-minute

reak inside the scanner, while the experimenter conditionalized the

econd half of the detail retrieval trials based on each participant’s per-

ormance on the directly learned trials for each triad. That is, due to time

onstraints, after the directly learned/associative inference test, partic-

pants were only tested on detail retrieval questions that corresponded

o triads for which they got the directly learned trials correct given that

nly these triads could be used in subsequent analyses. After partici-

ants completed the second half (i.e., six runs) of the detail retrieval

rials, they were debriefed and compensated for their participation in

he study (see Fig. 1 ). 

.3. Pre-exposure phase 

Participants completed six runs of the pre-exposure task. Stimuli con-

isted of 96 still color images depicting indoor and outdoor scenes (e.g.,

n office or a park; subtending 9.19° by 6.84° in visual angle) that would

ater be used as the event contexts for partially overlapping ‘AB’ and ‘BC’

airs. Each run consisted of 64 ‘AB’ or ‘BC’ event contexts without the

uperimposed people or objects. Each ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ event context was

resented for two seconds and repeated four times across runs. Partic-

pants were instructed to view each image and attend to the details of

he image during the two second viewing period. After each image, par-

icipants were given two seconds to make a task-irrelevant pleasantness

ating on a scale from 1 to 4 (1 = very unpleasant, 4 = very pleasant).

leasantness ratings were included as an attentional check during the

re-exposure phase. Pre-exposure trials for which a participant did not

espond to the pleasantness rating were excluded from all analyses. The

leasantness rating period was followed by a four second fixation pe-

iod. 

.4. AB and BC encoding 

Following the pre-exposure phase, participants completed the ‘AB’

nd ‘BC’ encoding phases outside of the scanner. Stimuli consisted of

6 still color images depicting everyday life events (e.g., man walking

he dog). Color images of common objects (e.g., toy truck) and people

ere superimposed on outdoor and indoor scenes. Scenes were coun-

erbalanced across participants such that each scene was used equally

ften for both ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ pairs. Using Adobe Photoshop CC 2015, 96

artially overlapping pairs (48 ‘AB’ pairs, 48 ‘BC’ pairs – 48 total ABC

riads 3 ) were constructed. Overlapping ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ pairs were con-
3 As a part of a previous unpublished study, eight participants were asked to 

ate the distinctiveness of each ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ image from a larger set of 60 ABC 

riads previously created for another study on a scale from 1 to 9 (1 = not at 

ll distinctive, 9 = extremely distinctive). The current set of 48 ABC triads were 

hosen from the larger set of 60 ABC triads based on the distinctiveness ratings 

f this previous group of participants. That is, we chose the 48 most distinctive 

BC triads (M distinctive = 4.18, SE = 0.56) for the current study from a set of 60 
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a  
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i  

A
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5 
tructed such that two people (‘A’ and ‘C’) shared an association with

n overlapping object (‘B’; i.e., one ABC triad; see Fig. 1 ). 

Participants first completed the ‘AB’ encoding task which consisted

f the 48 ‘AB’ images, followed by the ‘BC’ encoding task which con-

isted of the 48 ‘BC’ images. Each image was randomly presented for

0 s within their respective encoding block (i.e., ‘AB’ encoding and ‘BC’

ncoding). Participants were instructed to learn both the direct associa-

ions (i.e., ‘AB’ and ‘BC’) and the indirect associations (i.e., ‘AC’) along

ith the contextual scene information presented. Following each im-

ge, participants were asked to provide a judgment of learning (JOL)

n a scale from 1 to 4 (1 = definitely forget, 4 = definitely remember).

OLs were collected in order to ensure participants’ attention during the

ncoding phase. 

.5. Directly learned and associative inference trials 

While in the scanner, participants completed the first half of the de-

ail retrieval trials, and following that, were tested on directly learned

‘AB’ and ‘BC’) and associative inference (‘AC’) trials. During each di-

ectly learned trial, a single person (e.g., an ‘A’ or ‘C’ person) was pre-

ented at the top of the screen and two choice objects were presented

t the bottom of the screen (e.g., two ‘B’ objects from different ABC tri-

ds). On the associative inference trials, a cue person (‘A’) was presented

long with two choice people at the bottom of the screen (i.e., the correct

C’ person from the ABC triad and a lure ‘C’ person from another triad).

articipants were instructed on associative inference trials that the as-

ociation between the cue (‘A’) and the correct choice (‘C’) was indirect,

ediated through an object (‘B’) that shared an association with both

he cue and the correct choice during encoding. Participants were given

our seconds to choose the item that they remembered was in some way

elated to the cue person (i.e., either directly or indirectly) or respond

neither’ if they remembered that the cue person had not been directly

r indirectly related to either of the answer choices. Trials where par-

icipants did not respond within the four second response period were

xcluded from all analyses (2% of trials). Participants completed three

uns each consisting of 32 directly learned trials and 16 associative infer-

nce trials. The presentation order of the trials was pseudorandomized

ithin runs with the constraint that ‘AC’ associative inference trials were

hown before their corresponding ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ directly learned trials in

rder to ensure that participants were not able to form an association

etween ‘A’ and ‘C’ people during test based on the co-occurrence of an-

wer choices. Each directly learned and associative inference trial was

ollowed by a variable fixation period with an average of four seconds

see Fig. 1 ). 

.6. Detail retrieval 

Ten detail retrieval questions were constructed for each of the 48

BC triads (five questions related to image ‘AB’ and five questions re-

ated to image ‘BC’). Detail questions were directly related to contextual

etails that were present but contradictory in the ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ scenes

nd did not reference the overlapping ‘B’ object. A cutout of the cue

erson (i.e., either ‘A’ or ‘C’) was presented to the right of each detail

uestion in order to indicate which scene context the question was re-

erring to. Each detail retrieval trial consisted of a six second ‘remember’

eriod followed by a four second ‘response’ period. During the ‘remem-

er’ period, participants viewed the question prompt and the cue per-

on and were asked to recall the currently cued event scene context in

s much detail as possible. Following the six second ‘remember’ period,

articipants were given four response options: the correct item, a mis-

nformation item, an unrelated foil item and a 100% unsure option. The
BC triads that had been constructed for a previous study (M indistinctive = 3.01, 

E = 0.30; t (7) = 3.15, p = .016, mean difference = 1.17, 95% CI [0.29, 2.05], 

 = 1.12). 
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isinformation item consisted of information from the overlapping im-

ge in the triad (e.g., if the detail question were related to the ‘AB’ image,

he misinformation item would be a contradicting detail from the ‘BC’

mage, such as a brown couch when a white couch had appeared in the

AB’ image). Foil items were details that were not presented in either of

he overlapping images (e.g., gray couch). Each detail retrieval trial was

ollowed by a four second fixation period. 

Participants completed the ten detail retrieval trials for one half of

he 48 ABC triads split into six runs before being tested on the directly

earned and associative inference trials. Each run consisted of 40 detail

etrieval trials corresponding to either a previously learned ‘AB’ or ‘BC’

mage. As noted in the Summary of Procedure section, trials for each

un of the alternate half of detail retrieval trials tested after the directly

earned/associative inference test were conditionalized based on partic-

pants’ performance on the directly learned and associative inference

ask (M trials per run = 21.30, SE = 0.44; see Fig. 1 ). 

.7. Coding of triad and memory type 

Consistent with previous work using the modified associative infer-

nce paradigm and false memory tasks ( Carpenter and Schacter, 2017 ,

018a , 2018b ), successful inference triads were defined as triads for

hich participants were correct in their responses on both the directly

earned and associative inference trials. That is, they were able to suc-

essfully recognize the ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ pairs and were further able to re-

rieve and recombine these events in order to infer the indirect ‘AC’ re-

ationship. Alternatively, unsuccessful inference triads were defined as

riads where participants were correct in their response on the directly

earned trials but were incorrect in their response on the associative in-

erence trial (i.e., chose the incorrect option or ‘neither’). That is, they

ere able to successfully recognize the ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ pairs but were not

ble to retrieve and recombine these events in order to infer the indirect

AC’ relationship. 

Within successful and unsuccessful inference triad bins both before

nd after the directly learned/associative inference test, false memories

ere defined as detail questions for which participants chose the misin-

ormation detail from the overlapping event and attributed this detail to

heir memory of the currently cued event (e.g., brown couch; see Fig. 2 ).

rue memories were defined as detail questions for which participants

hose the correct detail from the currently cued event and attributed

his detail to their memory for the currently cued event (e.g., white

ouch). Foil memories were defined as detail questions for which par-

icipants chose the foil detail (i.e., a detail that was not present in either

he currently cued or the overlapping event) and attributed this detail

o their memory for the currently cued event (e.g., gray couch). Unsure

emories were defined as detail questions for which participants chose

he ‘100% Unsure’ response option, indicating that they were 100% un-

ure in their memory for the context associated with the currently cued

vent. See Supplemental Figure 1 for overall rates of true, false, foil and

nsure memory responses. 

.8. fMRI acquisition and preprocessing 

Functional and anatomic images were acquired at the Harvard

enter for Brain Science using a 3-Tesla Siemens Prisma scanner

ith a 32-channel head coil. Anatomic images were acquired with a

agnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo sequence (matrix size of

56 × 256, 1 mm 

3 resolution, 176 slices). Functional images were

cquired with a multiband echo-planar imaging sequence (TR = 2 s,

E = 30 milliseconds, matrix size of 136 × 136, 84 slices - 3 slices

cquired simultaneously, 1.5 mm 

3 resolution, multiband factor of 3).

lices were auto-aligned to an angle 20° toward coronal from anterior-

osterior commissure alignment. 

fMRI data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping

SPM12, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK).
6 
unctional image preprocessing for each task (i.e., pre-exposure, detail-

efore, directly learned/associative inference, detail-after) consisted of

lice-time correction (using the first slice as the reference), spatial re-

lignment, and normalization into Montreal Neurological Institute space

sing the TPM template supplied by SPM12 (no resampling). Follow-

ng normalization, functional images were smoothed with a 3 mm full-

idth-half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian smoothing kernel. Anatomical

mages were also normalized. 

.9. Univariate analysis of fMRI data 

Univariate analysis during the directly learned/associative inference

est was conducted using a two-stage mixed effects general linear model

GLM). In the first stage, there were four trial types of interest: correct

nference (M trials = 29.78, SE = 1.01), incorrect inference (M trials = 17,

E = 0.97), correct directly learned (M trials = 70.87, SE = 1.90), incorrect

irectly learned (M trials = 23.57, SE = 1.91). There was one additional

rial type of no interest which comprised excluded trials and trials with-

ut a response (2% of all trials; M trials = 2.78, SE = 0.53). A four second

oxcar function that onset concurrently with the directly learned or as-

ociative inference trial was used to model neural activity. The associ-

ted BOLD response was modeled by convolving the boxcar functions

ith a canonical hemodynamic response function to yield regressors in

 GLM. Six movement-related regressors (three for rotation and three

or rigid-body translation) and regressors modeling each scan run were

lso entered into the design matrix. 

In the second stage, the participant-specific parameter estimates for

he four events of interest were entered into a one-way repeated mea-

ures ANOVA with participants modeled as a random-effect. An indi-

idual voxel threshold of p < .005 was employed and corrected for

ultiple comparisons to p < .05 with a cluster extent threshold of 21

oxels (for full details on this method of correction, see Slotnick, 2017 ;

lotnick et al., 2003 ; for recent studies employing this method of cor-

ection, see Bowen and Kensinger, 2017 ; Ford and Kensinger, 2017 ;

ark and Kensinger, 2019 ; Thakral et al., 2020 ). The cluster extent

hreshold was computed using a Monte Carlo simulation with 10,000

terations with an estimated spatial autocorrelation of 4.40 mm (i.e., the

WHM of the image corresponding to the standard error of the model).

his method of correction provides an appropriate balance of Type I

nd Type II errors, while maintaining an acceptable false-positive rate

 Slotnick, 2017 ). We conducted a whole-brain univariate analysis by

ontrasting trials associated with correct inference > incorrect inference

o identify regions associated with successful associative inference (see

lso, Zeithamova and Preston, 2010 ). Given past work and our hypothe-

es highlighting the complementary roles of the hippocampus, posterior

PFC and IFG during successful associative inference (see Introduc-

ion), we also conducted ROI analyses within these three regions. Specif-

cally, the contrast of correct inference > incorrect inference was used to

dentify activity in each of the aforementioned ROIs (i.e., those regions

ssociated with successful associative inference). Activity within each

OI was then extracted and interrogated to identify which regions were

ore involved with successful associative inference compared to suc-

essful directly learned retrieval or whether these regions support both

uccessful associative inference and directly learned retrieval to a sim-

lar extent. Parameter estimates from these ROIs were extracted using

arsBaR (v0.44 http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/index.html ; Brett et al.,

002 ) and subjected to a 2 (trial type: directly learned vs. associa-

ive inference) x 2 (accuracy: correct vs. incorrect) repeated measures

NOVA (note that this ANOVA is independent of the procedure used to

dentify the neural activity). To ensure selectivity of the hippocampal

OI, the correct inference > incorrect inference contrast was inclusively

ith an anatomical bilateral anterior hippocampus mask generated us-

ng the Wake Forest University PickAtlas tool (WFU PickAtlas v3.0.5;

ttp://fmri.wfubmc.edu/software/pickatlas ; Maldjian et al., 2003 ). 

http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/index.html
http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/software/pickatlas
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.10. Identifying ROIs for RSA 

RSA was conducted within three ROIs identified by the above uni-

ariate analysis: 1) bilateral anterior hippocampus, 2) left inferior tem-

oral gyrus (L. ITG), and 3) posterior segment of the mPFC (i.e., the

ubcallosal gyrus). We chose to focus on the L. ITG as our content-

einstatement region for RSA given past work suggesting that this re-

ion is involved in the reinstatement of contextual information relevant

o the current paradigm (i.e., objects/objects in context – the color of

he couch; Han et al., 2013 ; Kreigeskorte et al., 2008 ; Ranganath et al.,

004 ; Vaidya et al., 2002 ; Woloszyn and Sheinberg, 2009 ; for review,

ee Bar, 2004 ). 

We did not have a clear hypothesis as to the specific role of the L.

FG during the retrieval of contextual details after successful associa-

ive inference and therefore excluded this region as an ROI for the RSA

nalyses. Moreover, prior findings do not speak to a specific role of the

. IFG in either event separation or integration effects after successful

nference ( Schlichting et al., 2015 ). We note that we did hypothesize

hat the L. IFG may be involved with the controlled retrieval of, and re-

olving interference between, competing memory representations (see

bove; Badre and Wagner, 2007 ; Oztekin et al., 2009 ) during the di-

ectly learned/associative inference test, and therefore included L. IFG

n only the univariate analysis. 

Due to the insufficient number of voxels in our univariate-defined

unctional ROIs for RSA analyses (i.e., < 103 voxels in each of three

OIs; Misaki et al., 2010 ), we defined the three ROIs anatomically. 4 

ote that a similar pattern of results were observed using functional

OIs but were not significant. The bilateral hippocampus and L. ITG

ere defined as the L. and R. hippocampus and L. ITG labels, respec-

ively, of the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas ( Tzourio-

azoyer et al., 2002 ) as implemented in the WFU PickAtlas Tool

 Maldjian et al., 2003 ). The subcallosal gyrus was defined using the Ta-

airach Daemon Labels ( Lancaster et al., 1997 , 2000 ) because the AAL

tlas does not define this region. We chose the subcallosal gyrus as our

osterior mPFC ROI given that this region overlapped with both our uni-

ariate results and past work demonstrating this region’s role in event

ntegration following successful associative inference ( Schlichting et al.,

015 ). Given that previous studies have hypothesized that there are

unctional and representational differences along the hippocampal long

xis ( Collin et al., 2015 ; Frank et al., 2019 ) and our hypothesis impli-

ating the anterior portion of the hippocampus in flexible recombina-

ion and cross-episode binding mechanisms (see Introduction), we seg-

ented both the left and right hippocampus into three parts of approx-

mately equal length (anterior: y = − 4 to − 18, middle: y = − 19 to − 29,

osterior: y = − 30 to − 40; Collin et al., 2015 ). We did not have any

ypotheses with respect to hemispheric differences in the hippocampus

nd therefore combined the most anterior third of the left and right hip-

ocampus into a single bilateral anterior hippocampal ROI. The number

f voxels within each ROI was 2028 voxels in the anterior hippocampus,

732 voxels in the L. ITG, and 1135 voxels within the subcallosal gyrus.

ig. 5 a illustrates each of the ROIs. 

.11. RSA of fMRI data 

Analyses were conducted using the Princeton MVPA Tool-

ox ( https://code.google.com/p/princeton-mvpa-toolbox/ ) and custom

ATLAB scripts. Functional data from each ROI were preprocessed

rior to RSA (for similar preprocessing steps, see Kuhl and Chun, 2014 ;

hakral et al., 2019 ). First, functional image preprocessing was con-

ucted as described above with the exception of spatial smoothing. Sec-
4 Although we opted to utilize anatomical ROIs, an alternative approach 

ould be to loosen the individual voxel threshold and inflate the original ROIs. 

owever, we chose to take an anatomical ROI approach as the voxel size is pre- 

etermined resulting in less experimenter degrees of freedom (i.e., the choice of 

hreshold and voxel size). 
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7 
nd, the data from each ROI were de-trended to remove linear and

uadratic trends, and z-scored across voxels within each scanning ses-

ion. Third, estimates of the voxel-wise BOLD response for each pre-

xposure and detail retrieval trial were obtained by averaging the z-

ransformed BOLD signal between TRs 2–3 (i.e., the expected peak of

he hemodynamic response) following the onset of each pre-exposure

mage and detail retrieval cue, respectively. The single trial estimates for

ach of the two sets of the detail retrieval trials (i.e., detail-before and

etail-after) were concatenated with the corresponding pre-exposure tri-

ls (i.e., pre-exposure trials from triads that were tested during detail-

efore vs. detail-after sessions respectively), such that all relevant trials

rom the two tasks (i.e., detail retrieval and pre-exposure) were included

n the detail-before and detail-after sessions. Single trial estimates for

oxels in each ROI for each set of detail sessions (i.e., detail-before and

etail-after sessions) were then z-scored across both trials and voxels.

he resulting z-transformed values were used in the RSA. 

We used RSA to assess the similarity between patterns of neural ac-

ivity during detail retrieval trials after successful associative inference

nd those when participants viewed the overlapping, yet incorrect con-

ext image during the pre-exposure phase. For each participant and each

etail retrieval trial, we correlated activity patterns associated with the

etailed retrieval of the currently cued event (e.g., event AB 1 ) with the

verage pattern associated with viewing the overlapping, yet incorrect

vent (e.g., event BC 1 ) during the pre-exposure phase (i.e., r match ; Note:

atterns for each unique context were averaged across all presentations

f said context in the pre-exposure phase). For example, when cued

ith the man in the blue shirt, our goal was to quantify the degree to

hich participants reinstated the overlapping, yet incorrect event con-

ext depicting the living room with the brown couch (i.e., r match , see

ig. 1 ). We contrasted these r match correlations with r mismatch correla-

ions between the activity patterns associated with the detailed retrieval

f the currently cued event (e.g., event AB 1 ) and average patterns as-

ociated with viewing all other unrelated context images (e.g., event

C 4 ) that were from triads in the same bin (i.e., before vs. after directly

earned/associative inference test, successful vs. unsuccessful inference

riads). For example, when cued with the man in the blue shirt, r mismatch 

orrelations reflect the degree to which participants reinstated all other

nrelated event contexts from the same bin (e.g., the bowling alley con-

ext, see Fig. 1 ). 

For each participant, each ROI and each bin, we calculated a pattern

imilarity score ( r match - r mismatch ), which represents the item-specific re-

nstatement of overlapping, yet incorrect contextual details during re-

rieval (see Fig. 2 b; for similar logic see Schlichting et al., 2015 ). Corre-

ations were Fisher z-transformed before statistical analyses were con-

ucted. 

To determine how flexible retrieval/cross-episode binding mecha-

isms supporting successful associative inference and subsequent false

emories affects the neural representations of the retrieved events, pat-

ern similarity scores for each participant were then subjected to three

one for each ROI: anterior hippocampus, L. ITG, posterior mPFC) 2

time: before vs. after) x 2 (inference: successful vs. unsuccessful) re-

eated measures ANOVA. Increased pattern similarity during detail re-

rieval after successful inference compared to after unsuccessful infer-

nce would be expected if flexible recombination during the directly

earned/associative inference task, which supports successful associa-

ive inference, also led participants to mistakenly transfer and bind con-

extual details across event boundaries (e.g., details from event ‘AB’ mis-

akenly bound to event ‘BC’). 5 That is, pattern similarity scores (i.e.,
5 While past work has shown that reinstating details does indeed support suc- 

essful memory decisions (e.g., Mack & Preston, 2016 ), we did not expect differ- 

nces in reinstatement results quantifying retrieval of the correct context after 

uccessful relative to unsuccessful inference. Thus, we would not predict that 

einstatement of the context directly related to the currently cued event would 

iffer as a consequence of inference. Statistically, quantifying reinstatement of 

ontextual details from the currently cued event would require comparing re- 

https://code.google.com/p/princeton-mvpa-toolbox/
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p  

o  
 match – r mismatch ) reflect the reinstatement of the overlapping, yet incor-

ect contextual details independent of any pattern similarity that may be

ttributable to: 1) general successful inference and/or repeated-retrieval

elated pattern similarity because ‘mismatch’ correlations are only per-

ormed between triads from the same bin as the currently cued event and

hus, act as a proxy for both general inference and repeated-retrieval re-

ated pattern similarity; 2) encoding of the overlapping ‘AB’ and ‘BC’

elationships and inferring the ‘AC’ relationship because pre-exposure

rials occurred prior to ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ encoding and did not include any

f the superimposed people or objects critical for learning such relation-

hips; 3) perceptually-driven similarity between the pre-exposure phase

nd the detail retrieval trials because patterns were correlated during

he ‘remember’ period of the detail retrieval trials where only the ques-

ion and the cue person were presented on the screen, neither of which

ere present during the pre-exposure phase. Thus, pattern similarity re-

ults reported in the current study represent the item-specific reinstate-

ent of overlapping, yet incorrect contextual details during the detail

etrieval portions of the task. 

. Behavioral results 

.1. Directly learned and associative inference trials 

First, we evaluated participants’ accuracy on directly learned and

ssociative inference trials. Participants responded correctly on 75% of

irectly learned trials (SE = 0.02) and 63% of associative inference

rials (SE = 0.02). Consistent with prior work using similar associa-

ive inference paradigms ( Carpenter and Schacter, 2017 ; Carpenter and

chacter, 2018a ; Carpenter and Schacter, 2018b ; Zeithamova and Pre-

ton, 2010 ), we found significantly longer reaction times (RTs) on asso-

iative inference (M inference = 2429 msec, SE = 51) compared to directly

earned trials (M direct = 2099 s, SE = 41; t (28) = 9.76, p < .001, mean

ifference = 329, 95% CI [260, 399], d = 1.81), suggesting that there

s an additional recombination-related retrieval mechanism required for

uccessful inference under single-trial learning conditions. 6 
nstatement scores to zero for each condition, which is not easily interpretable 

ecause baseline similarity can be driven by various factors (e.g., vascularity; 

aynes, 2015 ; Bhandari, Gagne & Badre, 2018 ; see Footnote 9). Further, if we 

ere to include correlations reflecting true memory reinstatement (e.g., correla- 

ions between BC retrieval and BC pre-exposure), such results would not impact 

he interpretation of our key results highlighting the reinstatement of the over- 

apping, yet incorrect event (e.g., brown couch) because the key false memory 

nding is comparing reinstatement across conditions. 
6 In order to get adequate trial numbers for fMRI analyses, we doubled the 

umber of triads participants were asked to learn relative to previous stud- 

es (24 vs. 48 triads; Carpenter & Schacter, 2017 ), thus increasing the diffi- 

ulty of the associative inference task. Consequently, reaction time results from 

he directly learned/associative inference task showed higher levels of non- 

ompliance/guessing on some successful associative inference trials reflected by 

 higher proportion of successful inference triads showing a negative reaction 

ime (RT) difference. That is, for a subset of successful inference triads, partic- 

pants responded significantly faster on the associative inference trial than on 

he corresponding directly learned trials. Under the current experimental condi- 

ions (i.e., single-trial learning with limited encoding time), it is highly unlikely 

hat the indirect inference relationships would be easier to retrieve/more readily 

vailable than those relationships that participants directly learned. If partici- 

ants were performing the associative inference task as instructed, one would 

xpect RT differences to be zero (i.e., if the overlapping ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ repre- 

entations were integrated during encoding) or positive (i.e., if the overlapping 

AB’ and ‘BC’ representations were recalled and recombined during test). Thus, 

uch ‘successful inference’ triads with largely negative RT differences likely re- 

ect guessing/non-compliance on the more effortful recall-based inference trial 

ompared to the more recognition-based directly learned trials. As a result of 

uch non-compliance/guessing in the current study, we excluded any ‘success- 

ul inference’ triads where the difference in RTs on correct inference and correct 

irectly learned trials for the triad was more than two standard deviations below 

he mean. This exclusionary criterion was performed for triads that were tested 
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.2. False memory 

In order to determine how flexible recombination during retrieval

upports both successful inference and subsequent false memories, false

emory scores were subjected to a 2 (time: before vs. after) x 2 (infer-

nce: successful vs. unsuccessful) repeated measures ANOVA. Results

evealed a time by inference interaction, F (1,28) = 5.61, p = .025,

p 
2 = 0.17, no main effect of time, F (1,28) < 1, p > .250, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.007,

nd no main effect of inference, F (1,28) ⟨ 1, p ⟩ .250, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.02

see Fig. 3 ). Subsequent paired t-tests revealed that the interaction

as largely driven by higher false memory scores after successful in-

erence (M successful = 0.34, SE = 0.01) compared to after unsuccess-

ul inference (M unsuccessful = 0.31, SE = 0.01; t (28) = 2.12, p = .043,

ean difference = 0.03, 95% CI [0.001, 0.06], d = 0.39). There was a

rend toward a significant difference between false memory scores af-

er successful inference compared to before successful inference, such

hat participants showed marginally higher false memory scores af-

er (M after = 0.34, SE = 0.01) compared to before successful inference

M before = 0.32, SE = 0.01; t (28) = 1.85, p = .076, mean difference = 0.02,

5% CI [ − 0.002, 0.04], d = 0.34). Critically, there were no significant

ifferences in false memory scores either before successful inference

M successful = 0.32, SE = 0.01) compared to before unsuccessful inference

M unsuccessful = 0.33, SE = 0.02; t (28) ⟨ 1, p ⟩ .250, mean difference = 0.01,

5% CI [ − 0.02, 0.05], d = 0.11) or before (M before = 0.33, SE = 0.02)

ompared to after unsuccessful inference (M after = 0.31, SE = 0.01;

 (28) = 1.48, p = .15, mean difference = 0.03, 95% CI [ − 0.01, 0.06],

 = 0.27; see Fig. 3 for behavioral results). 7 

.3. True memory 

True memory scores were subjected to an ANOVA identical to that re-

orted for false memory scores. Results revealed a significant main effect

f time, F (1,28) = 8.62, p = .007, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.24, no significant main effect of

nference, F (1,28) ⟨ 1, p ⟩ .250, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.001, and a significant time by tar-

et interaction, F (1,28) = 4.80, p = .037, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.15. Subsequent paired

-tests revealed that the interaction was driven by a significant differ-

nce in true memory scores after (M after = 0.40, SE = 0.01) compared to

efore unsuccessful inference (M before = 0.33, SE = 0.02; t (28) = 3.29,

 = .003, mean difference = 0.07, 95% CI [0.03, 0.11], d = 0.61). There

as a trend toward a significant difference between true memory scores

efore successful inference (M successful = 0.36, SE = 0.01) compared to be-

ore unsuccessful inference (M unsuccessful = 0.33, SE = 0.02; t (28) = 1.83,

 = .078, mean difference = 0.03, 95% CI [ − 0.003, 0.06], d = 0.34).

ritically, there was no significant difference in true memory scores af-

er successful inference (M successful = 0.37, SE = 0.01) compared to af-

er unsuccessful inference (M unsuccessful = 0.40, SE = 0.01; t (28) = 1.27,

 = .21, mean difference = 0.02, 95% CI [ − 0.01, 0.06], d = 0.24) or

fter (M after = 0.37, SE = 0.01) compared to before successful inference

M before = 0.36, SE = 0.01; t (28) = 1.05, p > .250, mean difference = 0.02,

5% CI [ − 0.02, 0.05], d = 0.19). 
oth before and those triads tested after the directly learned and associative 

nference test and resulted in 10 outlier triads across all 29 participants being 

xcluded from all analyses with no single participant losing more than 3 triads 

otal (2% of total successful inference triads). Thus, all reported behavioral and 

MRI results in the current study reflect only triads where participants indeed 

ook the time necessary to either retrieve the previously integrated ABC repre- 

entation or retrieve and flexibly recombine the previously learned ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ 

elationships in order to infer the indirect ‘AC’ relationship during test rather 

han including outlier triads with RT patterns that likely suggest guessing/non- 

ompliance. 
7 See Supplemental Figure 2 for a reaction time-based approach relating 

ecombination-related RT differences on the directly learned/associative infer- 

nce test to participants’ false memory scores on the detail retrieval task. 
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Fig. 3. Proportions of false, true, foil and unsure memory responses. Performance on detail retrieval trials was examined both before and after successful or 

unsuccessful inference. Importantly, only trials for which participants responded correctly on the directly learned trials and made either a correct or incorrect 

response on the associative inference trial were included in this analysis. Overall, participants true memory scores were significantly higher than false, foil and 

unsure memory scores. Importantly, overall false memory scores were also significantly higher than foil and unsure memory scores. Further, the false memory 

analysis of primary interest for the current study revealed a time by inference interaction where participants’ false memory scores were significantly higher after 

successful inference compared to after unsuccessful inference. Such results suggest that flexible recombination during retrieval, which supports successful associative 

inference, may also lead to memory error or distortion where details of the overlapping, yet incorrect event context are reactivated and mistakenly bound to the 

currently cued event. Circled cross denotes time by inference interaction. ∗ p ≤ 0.05. Error bars represent ± 1 SEM. (For interpretation of the references to color in 

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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.4. Foil memory 

Foil memory scores were subjected to an ANOVA identical to that re-

orted for false and true memory scores. Results revealed a trend toward

 significant main effect of time, F (1,28) = 4.01, p = .055, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.13,

o significant main effect of inference, F (1,28) ⟨ 1, p ⟩ .250, 𝜂p 
2 < 0.001,

nd no significant time by inference interaction for foil memory scores,

 (1,28) < 1, p > .250, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.004. Importantly, foil memory scores were

imilar both before (M before = 0.24, SE = 0.01) compared to after success-

ul inference (M after = 0.22, SE = 0.02; t (28) = 1.37, p = .18, mean differ-

nce = 0.02, 95% CI [ − 0.01, 0.05], d = 0.25) and before (M before = 0.24,

E = 0.01) compared to after unsuccessful inference (M after = 0.22,

E = 0.01; t (28) = 1.72, p = .097, mean difference = 0.03, 95% CI

 − 0.005, 0.06], d = 0.32). Further, there were no significant differences

n foil memory scores after successful (M successful = 0.22, SE = 0.02) com-

ared to unsuccessful inference (M unsuccessful = 0.22, SE = 0.01; t (28) ⟨

, p ⟩ .250, mean difference = 0.003, 95% CI [ − 0.03, 0.04], d = 0.03)

r before successful (M successful = 0.24, SE = 0.01) compared to unsuc-

essful inference (M unsuccessful = 0.24, SE = 0.01; t (28) ⟨ 1, p ⟩ .250, mean

ifference = 0.004, 95% CI [ − 0.03, 0.04], d = 0.05). 

.5. Unsure memory 

Unsure memory scores were subjected to an ANOVA identical to that

eported for false, true, and foil memory scores. Results revealed no

ignificant main effects of time, F (1,28) = 1.30, p > .250, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.044,

r inference, F (1,28) = 3.06, p = .091, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.098, and no significant

ime by inference interaction for unsure memory scores , F (1,28) ⟨ 1, p ⟩

250, 𝜂p 
2 < 0.001. Thus, unsure memory scores were similar both before

M before = 0.08, SE = 0.02) and after (M after = 0.07, SE = 0.01) successful

nference and before (M before = 0.09, SE = 0.02) and after (M after = 0.08,

E = 0.02) unsuccessful inference (see Supplemental Figure 1 for overall

ates of true, false, foil and unsure memory). 
9 
. fMRI results 

.1. Univariate activity in anterior hippocampus and prefrontal regions 

upports successful associative inference 

Successful associative inference related activity identified with the

orrect inference > incorrect inference contrast was observed in numer-

us brain regions including the anterior hippocampus, posterior mPFC

nd left IFG (see Fig. 4 ; see also Supplemental Table 2 for a full list of

egions). Importantly, these same three regions have been repeatedly

dentified by past work using similar associative inference paradigms

 Preston et al., 2004 ; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010 ; Schlichting et al.,

015 ) and are the focus for the ROI analyses reported here. 

In order to determine whether activity in these regions supports suc-

essful associative inference beyond what is necessary for the success-

ul retrieval of directly learned associations, we extracted activity from

he three ROIs noted above (i.e., hippocampus, L. IFG, posterior mPFC)

nd subjected these parameter estimates to three 2 (trial type: directly

earned vs. associative inference) x 2 (accuracy: correct vs. incorrect) re-

eated measures ANOVAs. Within our hippocampal ROI, results of the

orrect inference > incorrect inference contrast revealed two clusters in

he left hippocampus ( x = − 16, y = − 10, z = − 18, spatial extent from

 = − 8 to − 14, 30 voxels and x = − 27, y = − 7, z = − 24, spatial extent

rom − 5 to − 10, 24 voxels) and one cluster within the right hippocam-

us ( x = 36, y = − 8, z = − 16, spatial extent from y = − 8 to − 20, 29

oxels). The contrast of correct inference > incorrect inference also re-

ealed two clusters within the L. IFG ( x = − 45, y = 30, z = − 7, 26 voxels

nd x = − 26, y = 34, z = − 7, 22 voxels) and three clusters within the

osterior mPFC ( x = 4, y = 11, z = − 16, 58 voxels and x = − 3, y = 6,

 = − 14, 21 voxels and x = − 6, y = 16, z = − 22, 23 voxels). We failed

o find any evidence for differences in the results amongst the clusters

ithin each ROI (e.g., amongst the three clusters within the hippocam-

us; trial type by accuracy F s ⟨ 1, p s ⟩ 0.250), thus clusters within each
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Fig. 4. Univariate successful inference effects identified with the correct inference > incorrect inference contrast. (A) Parameter estimates were extracted from 

three ROIs identified by the correct inference > incorrect inference contrast: hippocampus ( x = − 16, y = − 10, z = − 18 and x = − 27, y = − 7, z = − 24 and x = 36, 

y = − 8, z = − 16), posterior mPFC (i.e., subcallosal gyrus: x = 4, y = 11, z = − 16 and x = − 3, y = 6, z = − 14 and gyrus rectus: x = − 6, y = 16, z = − 22) and L. IFG 

( x = − 45, y = 30, z = − 7and x = − 26, y = 34, z = − 7). Anterior hippocampal regions shown here are masked inclusively with the anatomically defined anterior 

hippocampus. (B) Parameter estimates for each ROI were subjected to a 2 (trial type: directly learned vs. associative inference) x 2 (accuracy: correct vs. incorrect) 

repeated measures ANOVA. Hippocampus, posterior mPFC and L. IFG regions showed significant trial type by accuracy interactions. Circled cross denotes time by 

inference interaction. ∗ ∗ ∗ p ≤ 0.005. Error bars represent ± 1 SEM. 
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OI were combined to form three single ROIs (i.e., bilateral anterior

ippocampus, L. IFG, and posterior mPFC; see Fig. 4 a). 

A significant trial type by accuracy interaction was found in the

ippocampus, F (1,22) = 22.32, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.50, the left IFG,

 (1,22) = 12.49, p = .002, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.36, and the posterior mPFC,

 (1,22) = 16.95, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.44. In order to determine if there were

ny differences across regions in the pattern of results for the hippocam-

us, left IFG and posterior mPFC, beta values from these regions were

ubjected to a 3 (region: hippocampus vs. left IFG vs. posterior mPFC)

 2 (trial type: directly learned vs. associative inference) x 2 (accuracy:

orrect vs. incorrect) repeated measures ANOVA. Results revealed a sig-

ificant trial type by accuracy interaction, F (1,22) = 38.88, p < .001,

p 
2 = 0.64, but critically, no significant region by trial type by accu-

acy interaction, F (2,44) < 1, p > .250, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.04 (see Supplemental

ables 2 and 3 for full tables of correct > incorrect inference and correct

 incorrect directly learned contrasts). Across regions, results revealed

reater activation during correct inference compared to correct directly

earned trials, t (22) = 4.21, p < .001, mean difference = 0.11, 95% CI

0.06, 0.17], d = 0.88 (see Fig. 4 b). 8 Note that the interaction for our
8 We chose to define our univariate clusters using the correct > incorrect in- 

erence contrast because we wanted to identify regions that are important for 

uccessful associative inference. Importantly, identifying our clusters using this 

ontrast does not introduce circularity into the trial type by accuracy ANOVAs 

ecause these regions may also be involved in retrieving the directly learned 

‘

i

t

a

10 
. IFG ROI was largely driven by no significant difference for correct

irectly learned compared to incorrect directly learned, t (22) = 1.34,

 = .20, mean difference = 0.08, 95% CI [ − 0.04, 0.21], d = 0.28, and

 decrease in activity for incorrect inference compared to incorrect di-

ectly learned, t (22) = − 3.37, p = .003, mean difference = − 0.23, 95% CI

 − 0.36, − 0.09], d = 0.71, rather than an increase in activity for correct

nference compared to correct directly learned despite the significant

ifference reported across regions. 

While the current study narrowly focuses only on three ROIs reliably

dentified in past work using similar associative inference paradigms, fu-

ure more exploratory work should attempt to identify how other core-

etwork regions may be involved in successful associative inference.

hat is, we do not argue that the anterior hippocampus, posterior mPFC

nd L. IFG are the only regions important for successful associative in-

erence. Rather, we argue that the current study using different instruc-

ions, stimuli and study-test delays is able to identify the same regions

ighlighted in past work as being important for the flexible retrieval and

ecombination of past information in support of successful associative

nference. 
AB’ and ‘BC’ associations resulting in a main effect of trial type with no signif- 

cant trial type by accuracy interaction. Thus, the purpose of the ANOVAs was 

o determine whether these regions were similarly involved in both successful 

ssociative inference and the retrieval of directly learned associations. 
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Fig. 5. Results of representational similarity analysis using anatomically defined ROIs. (A) Analyses were conducted in three anatomically defined ROIs: bilateral 

anterior hippocampus, L. ITG, and posterior mPFC (i.e., subcallosal gyrus). (B) Pattern similarity scores were subjected to a 2 (time: before vs. after) x 2 (inference: 

successful vs. unsuccessful) repeated measures ANOVA. Results revealed a significant time by inference interaction in bilateral anterior hippocampus, L. ITG and the 

posterior portion of the mPFC suggesting that neural patterns during retrieval of contextual details following successful associative inference, become more similar 

to the overlapping, yet incorrect context compared to after unsuccessful inference. Thus, flexible recombination mechanisms that support successful associative 

inference also change the neural representations of the original events that allow for such successful inference. Circled cross denotes time by inference interaction. 
∗ ∗ p ≤ 0.01, ∗ p ≤ 0.05. Error bars represent ± 1 SEM. . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article.) 
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Kuhl & Chun 2014 ; Wing et al., 2015 ). We believe that tests within a given 

bin relative to 0 are not easily interpretable because baseline similarity can be 
.2. Item-Level reinstatement of overlapping, yet incorrect contextual 

etails after successful associative inference 

We hypothesized that after successful associative inference, neural

atterns in the anterior hippocampus, L. ITG, and posterior mPFC would

e more similar to neural patterns when participants viewed the overlap-

ing, yet incorrect event context compared to after unsuccessful infer-

nce or before successful inference, reflecting the successful inference-

ependent reinstatement of contextual details from the overlapping, yet

ncorrect event. For each participant, ROI, and bin, we calculated a

attern similarity score ( r match - r mismatch ), which represented the item-

pecific reinstatement of overlapping, yet incorrect contextual details

uring retrieval (see Fig. 2 b) and subjected participants’ pattern similar-

ty scores to three (one for each ROI: anterior hippocampus, L. ITG, pos-

erior mPFC; see Fig. 5 a for anatomical masks) x 2 (time: before vs. after)

 2 (inference: successful vs. unsuccessful) repeated measures ANOVAs

see Supplemental Figure 3 for RSA results split by r match and r mismatch ). 

In line with the role of the anterior hippocampus in the rapid

inding of event details both within ( Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001 ;

annula and Ranganath, 2008 ; Shimamura, 2010 ) and across event

oundaries ( Preston et al., 2004 ; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010 ;

eithamova et al., 2012 a), we found evidence for item-specific reac-

ivation of the overlapping, yet incorrect event context in the ante-

ior hippocampus. Specifically, the ANOVA conducted on the pattern

imilarity scores revealed a significant time by inference interaction,

 (1,22) = 6.12, p = .022, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.22, with greater pattern similar-

ty scores after successful associative inference compared to after un-

uccessful associative inference, t (22) = 3.18, p = .004, mean differ-

nce = 0.003, 95% CI [0.001, 0.006], d = 0.65. Critically, there was no

ignificant difference in pattern similarity scores before successful in-

erence compared to before unsuccessful inference, t (22) < 1, p > .250,

ean difference = 0.0002, 95% CI [ − 0.002, 0.002], d = 0.04. 9 
9 Our analytic approach of examining predicted differences in correlations 

cross bins relative to the magnitude of individual correlations vs. zero is con- 

istent with past RSA studies of episodic memory (e.g., Ritchey et al., 2013 ; 

d

B

h

t

m

u

11 
The foregoing results support the hypothesis that during success-

ul associative inference flexible recombination/cross-episode binding

echanisms linked to the anterior hippocampus may result in the mis-

aken binding of contextual details from event to the overlapping, yet

ncorrect source. Additional evidence for the reinstatement of contex-

ual details from the overlapping, yet incorrect event may manifest in

ontent-reinstatement regions similarly to how reinstatement of correct

vent details in such regions supports successful retrieval. In line with

his hypothesis, results revealed a significant time by inference interac-

ion, F (1,22) = 7.90, p = .010, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.26, in our content-reinstatement

egion (i.e., L. ITG). Subsequent t -tests revealed greater pattern similar-

ty after successful associative inference compared to after unsuccessful

ssociative inference, t (22) = 2.33, p = .029, mean difference = 0.002,

5% CI [0.0003, 0.004], d = 0.48. Further, results revealed greater pat-

ern similarity after successful associative inference compared to before

uccessful associative inference, t (22) = 3.26, p = .004, mean differ-

nce = 0.003, 95% CI [0.001, 0.005], d = 0.68. Finally, there was no

ignificant difference in pattern similarity scores before successful infer-

nce compared to before unsuccessful inference, t (22) = 1.69, p = .11,

ean difference = 0.002, 95% CI [ − 0.0005, 0.005], d = 0.35. 

In our final ROI, the posterior mPFC, the ANOVA revealed a signifi-

ant time by inference interaction, F (1,22) = 4.94, p = .037, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.18.

ubsequent t -tests revealed a trend toward greater pattern similarity af-

er successful associative inference compared to after unsuccessful as-

ociative inference t (22) = 1.92, p = .068, mean difference = 0.004,

5% CI [ − 0.0003, 0.008], d = 0.40. Identical to results in the anterior

ippocampus and L. ITG, results revealed no significant difference in
riven by various factors (e.g., vascularity; Haynes, 2015 ; Bhandari, Gagne & 

adre, 2018 ). To control for such non-specific differences and directly test our 

ypotheses of greater reinstatement of overlapping yet, incorrect contextual de- 

ails after successful relative to unsuccessful inference, we chose to compare the 

agnitude of the correlation across bins (e.g., before vs. after and successful vs. 

nsuccessful inference) and to not include the results of t-tests vs. 0. 
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attern similarity scores before successful inference compared to before

nsuccessful inference t (22) = 1.09, p > .250, mean difference = 0.002,

5% CI [ − 0.002, 0.005], d = 0.23. 10 Taken together, results show that

fter successful associative inference, when participants attempt to re-

rieve contextual details associated with the currently cued event, neu-

al patterns are more similar to when participants were viewing the

verlapping yet, incorrect event context relative to all other event con-

exts that were also from successful inference triads after the directly

earned/associative inference test (see Fig. 5 b for results; see Supple-

ental Results and Supplemental Figure 4 for RSA Control Analyses). 

.3. Reinstatement in anterior hippocampus correlates with L. ITG 

The anterior hippocampus has been hypothesized to support suc-

essful retrieval by driving the reinstatement of encoding-related cor-

ical activity in response to a partial event cue (i.e., pattern comple-

ion; Bosch et al., 2014 , Pacheco Estefan et al., 2019 ; Gordon et al.,

014 ; Ritchey et al., 2013 ; Staresina et al., 2012 ; Tompary et al., 2016 ).

ippocampally-driven cortical reinstatement of such event details dur-

ng retrieval has further been shown to track participants’ memories for

arious aspects of an event (c.f., Gordon et al., 2014 ). In line with this

ypothesis, we asked whether pattern similarity to the overlapping, yet

ncorrect event in the anterior hippocampus during retrieval affected

he reinstatement of contextual details that were mistakenly bound to

he overlapping, yet incorrect event in the L. ITG (i.e., our hypothesized

ontent-reinstatement ROI) as a result of successful associative infer-

nce. That is, while previous results evaluate RSA effects within each

OI, the current results aim to understand how the hippocampus and

. ITG (our content-reinstatement region) interact in support of the re-

rieval of contextual details from the overlapping, yet incorrect event. 

To test this across-region relationship, we first calculated the pat-

ern similarity score ( r match – r mismatch ) for each trial within each bin

n both anterior hippocampus and L. ITG ROIs. As reported above, the

rial-wise pattern similarity scores reflect the similarity in the pattern of

eural activity when, for example, participants are cued to retrieve con-

extual details associated with event AB 1 and when participants viewed

vent BC 1 context during the pre-exposure phase, relative to all other

BC’ event contexts from the same bin. Thus, trial-wise pattern similarity

cores here reflect representational overlap between the currently cued

vent and the overlapping, yet incorrect event context. Next, for each

articipant and each bin, we correlated pattern similarity scores in the

nterior hippocampus with pattern similarity scores in the L. ITG during

he detail retrieval task (see Fig. 6 a). 

Results revealed that for successful inference triads both before and

fter the directly learned/associative inference test, there was a signifi-

ant positive relationship between pattern similarity scores in the ante-

ior hippocampus and the L. ITG ( before successful inference: t (22) = 2.19,

 = .039, mean difference = 0.07, 95% CI [0.004, 0.14], d = 0.46; af-

er successful inference: t (22) = 2.99, p = .007, mean difference = 0.12,

5% CI [0.04, 0.20], d = 0.62). There was a trend toward a significant

ippocampus-ITG relationship for unsuccessful inference triads before

he directly learned/associative inference test, t (22) = 1.88, p = .074,

ean difference = 0.09, 95% CI [ − 0.009, 0.18], d = 0.39, and no

ignificant relationship for unsuccessful inference triads after the di-

ectly learned/associative inference test, t (22) ⟨ 1, p ⟩ .250, mean dif-

erence = 0.03, 95% CI [ − 0.08, 0.14], d = 0.12. That is, a significant

ippocampus-ITG relationship during retrieval was found for successful
10 In order to determine if pattern similarity scores differed as function of ROI, 

e subjected participants’ pattern similarity scores to a 3 (region: anterior hip- 

ocampus vs. L. ITG vs. posterior mPFC) x 2 (time: before vs. after inference) x 2 

inference: successful vs. unsuccessful) repeated measures ANOVA. Importantly, 

esults revealed a significant time by inference interaction, F (1,22) = 15.55, 

 = .001, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.41, but no significant region by time by inference interaction, 

 (2,44) < 1, p > .250, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.02, suggesting that the overall patterns of results 

n our three ROIs were not significantly different from one another. 
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12 
nference triads where the overlapping ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ event represen-

ations were either successfully integrated during encoding or flexibly

ecombined during retrieval (see Fig. 6 b). 

.4. Univariate hippocampal effects correlate with context reinstatement in 

. ITG 

We hypothesized that flexible recombination/cross-episode binding

echanisms active during the directly learned/associative inference test

esult in contextual details being mistakenly bound to the overlapping,

et incorrect event context. Further, we hypothesized that the degree

o which these misbound contextual details are reinstated during sub-

equent retrieval attempts should track with participants’ false memory

cores. In order to test the first element of our hypothesis, we correlated

he strength of our univariate activity effects in the anterior hippocam-

us during the directly learned/associative inference test (i.e., correct

nference > incorrect inference relative to correct directly learned > in-

orrect directly learned) with the subsequent strength of the pattern sim-

larity effects in our hypothesized content reinstatement region (i.e., L.

TG) during the detail retrieval task (i.e., successful inference after > un-

uccessful inference after relative to successful inference before > unsuc-

essful inference before). Results revealed that the strength of univariate

ffects in the anterior hippocampus was positively correlated with the

egree to which neural patterns in the L. ITG became more similar to

he overlapping, yet incorrect event context after successful inference

elative to unsuccessful inference, r = 0.43, p = .041 (see Fig. 7 a). 

.5. Context reinstatement in L. ITG correlates with behavioral false 

emory effects 

Next, we correlated the strength of the pattern similarity effects in

ur hypothesized content-reinstatement region (i.e., L. ITG) with the

trength of our behavioral false memory effects (i.e., successful infer-

nce after > unsuccessful inference after relative to successful inference

efore > unsuccessful inference before) in order to determine whether

uccessful inference related changes in overlapping, yet incorrect con-

ext reinstatement in the L. ITG were indeed related to participants’ false

emory scores. Results revealed that the degree to which neural pat-

erns in the L. ITG became more similar to the overlapping, yet incorrect

vent context after successful inference compared to unsuccessful infer-

nce relative to before was positively correlated with participants’ false

emory effects r = 0.51, p = .012 (see Fig. 7 b), suggesting that reinstate-

ent of contextual details from the overlapping, yet incorrect event may

e responsible for successful inference-related changes in participants’

alse memory scores. 

.6. Content-Reinstatement mediates the relationship between flexible 

etrieval mechanisms and false memories 

As a final analysis, we examined whether univariate effects in the

nterior hippocampus, representing the degree of recombination/cross-

pisode binding during the directly learned/associative inference test,

ndirectly affects participants’ detail memory responses via the cortical

einstatement of contextual details from overlapping events. The goal

f the current analysis was to link the univariate results of the directly

earned/associative inference test and the RSA results from the separate

etail retrieval test. That is, the following mediation analysis aimed to

eveal the relationship across the two tasks that participants were asked

o complete, rather than understanding the mechanisms at play during

ach individual task (see above results and Fig. 6 for a discussion of how

he anterior hippocampus may drive the reinstatement of the overlap-

ing, yet incorrect event in the L. ITG during the detail retrieval test). 

In order to assess the relationship between univariate activity ef-

ects in the anterior hippocampus, overlapping, yet incorrect context

einstatement effects and behavioral false memory effects, we subjected

nivariate activity effects from our bilateral anterior hippocampus ROI
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Fig. 6. (A) Schematic of hypothesized relationship between pattern similarity scores in the anterior hippocampus and L. ITG during the detail retrieval task. (B) 

Results revealed that pattern similarity scores in the anterior hippocampus were positively correlated with pattern similarity scores in the L. ITG for successful 

inference triads tested both before and after the directly learned/associative inference test, suggesting that representational overlap in the anterior hippocampus 

as a result of successful associative inference may drive the subsequent reinstatement of contextual details that were mistakenly bound to the incorrect context 

in ‘content-reinstatement’ regions (i.e., L. ITG). No significant relationships were found for unsuccessful inference triads tested either before or after the directly 

learned/associative inference test. ∗ ∗ p ≤ 0.01, ∗ p ≤ 0.05, ~ p ≤ 0.10. Error bars represent ± 1 SEM. . 

Fig. 7. (A) Results of across-subject anterior hippocampus univariate and overlapping, yet incorrect context reinstatement in L. ITG correlation. Results revealed 

a significant positive relationship between the strength of univariate activity effects and subsequent overlapping, yet incorrect context reinstatement effects in 

the L. ITG, suggesting that the greater the flexible recombination/cross-episode binding mechanisms during correct compared to incorrect associative inference 

trials the greater the degree to which overlapping, yet incorrect contextual details are reinstated after compared to before successful associative inference relative 

to unsuccessful inference. (B) Results of across-subject overlapping, yet incorrect context reinstatement and behavioral false memory effects correlation. Results 

revealed a significant positive relationship between the strength of the overlapping, yet incorrect context reinstatement effects in the L. ITG and the strength of the 

behavioral false memory effects, suggesting that the degree to which overlapping, yet incorrect contextual details are reinstated after compared to before successful 

associative inference relative to unsuccessful inference supports the change in participants’ attribution of such overlapping, yet incorrect misinformation details to 

the currently cued event after successful inference compared to before successful associative inference, relative to unsuccessful inference. (For interpretation of the 

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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c  
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h  
rom the directly learned/associative inference test and participants’

alse memory effects to a mediation analysis with pattern similarity ef-

ects from the detail retrieval task within our content-reinstatement re-

ion (i.e., L. ITG), posterior mPFC, and bilateral anterior hippocampus

s our three potential mediators (see Fig. 8 ). 

The mediation analysis was conducted via the Multilevel Mediation

nd Moderation toolbox with 10,000 bootstrap samples ( Wager et al.,

009 ; Atlas et al., 2010 ). The independent variable was correct inference

 incorrect inference (relative to correct directly learned > incorrect di-

ectly learned) univariate activity from our bilateral anterior hippocam-

us ROI. Pattern similarity effects in the L. ITG, posterior mPFC and bi-

ateral anterior hippocampus were included as our mediating variables

nd behavioral false memory effects were included as our dependent

ariable. Significant mediation was identified by the interaction of path

 (univariate effects to pattern similarity effects) and path b (pattern

imilarity effects to false memory effects). Results revealed a significant
13 
ndirect/mediation effect relating univariate anterior hippocampal ac-

ivity effects during the directly learned/associative inference test with

ubsequent behavioral false memory effects when this relationship was

ediated by pattern similarity effects in the L. ITG, mediation effect

b = 0.11 (0.06), p = .02. No other potential indirect pathways relating

nivariate activity during the directly learned/associative inference task

o false memory effects from the detail retrieval task (e.g., univariate to

osterior mPFC or univariate to anterior hippocampus) were significant,

ll ps > .250 (see Fig. 8 ). 

. Discussion 

The current results provide direct neural evidence that 1) specific

ontextual details from an overlapping, yet incorrect event are rein-

tated during retrieval, resulting in false memories and 2) the same

ippocampally-dependent flexible recombination mechanisms that sup-
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Fig. 8. Depiction of exploratory mediation analysis linking univariate activity effects in bilateral anterior hippocampus during directly learned/associative inference 

test to subsequent changes in representational similarity during the detail retrieval task to the strength of the behavioral false memory effects. Numeric labels reflect 

standardized path coefficients (STE). Path thickness indicates the statistical significance of each direct effect. ∗ ∗ ∗ indicates indirect effect of significance, p = .02. 

Results revealed a significant indirect effect of univariate activity during the directly learned/associative inference test on subsequent false memory effects via 

changes in representational similarity in our content reinstatement region – L. ITG (i.e., solid lines). Indirect effects via changes in representational similarity in 

bilateral anterior hippocampus and posterior mPFC were not significant (i.e., dashed lines). . 
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ort an adaptive function (i.e., successful inference) increase the likeli-

ood that such misbound contextual details are reinstated during sub-

equent retrieval attempts. 

We highlight five key findings of the current study. First, univariate

esults corroborate past studies and provide evidence for the involve-

ent of the anterior hippocampus, posterior mPFC, and L. IFG regions

n successful associative inference. Second, a neurally derived measure

f trial-wise pattern similarity to the overlapping, yet incorrect event

n the anterior hippocampus, posterior mPFC and L. ITG was greater

fter successful compared to unsuccessful inference. Third, the degree

f reinstatement of overlapping, yet incorrect contextual details in the

nterior hippocampus was positively correlated with the degree of rein-

tatement in our content-reinstatement region (i.e., the L. ITG). Fourth,

he degree to which the incorrect, but related scene was reinstated in the

. ITG tracked participants’ false memory effects, with greater reinstate-

ent effects associated with stronger memory misattribution effects.

ifth, the univariate effects in the anterior hippocampus during the di-

ectly learned/associative inference task were positively correlated with

he degree of successful inference-related changes in the reinstatement

f contextual details from the overlapping, yet incorrect event in our

ontent-reinstatement region during the detail retrieval task. Thus, in

ine with past work highlighting hippocampal-cortical interactions sup-
14 
orting correct memory responses (e.g., Gordon et al., 2014 ), in the cur-

ent study, patterns of hippocampal activity during retrieval may drive

he reinstatement of misbound contextual details in content-sensitive cor-

ical regions. Futher, the degree of overlapping, yet incorrect context

einstatement in such content-reinstatement regions may result in the

isattribution of such misbound details to participants’ memory for the

urrently cued event. While the across-subject correlations and media-

ion analysis should be considered exploratory given the current sam-

le size (e.g., Fritz and MacKinnon, 2007 ), all critical univariate and

SA analyses were performed within-subject and are well powered to test

ur hypothesis (see Liang and Preston, 2017 ; Mack and Preston, 2016 ;

ompary et al., 2016 ; Tompary and Davachi, 2017 which employed sim-

lar analyses and sample sizes). 

.1. Hippocampal and prefrontal retrieval processes support successful 

ssociative inference 

In line with past work by Zeithamova and Preston (2010) , we found

nivariate evidence for the involvement of anterior hippocampus, pos-

erior mPFC and L. IFG regions in successful associative inference. The

nterior hippocampus has been implicated in the flexible retrieval and

apid binding of associative information both within ( Eichenbaum and
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11 The ideal comparison to determine whether reinstatement of the overlap- 

ping, yet incorrect tracks with participants’ false memory scores would be at the 

trial-level rather than across conditions. However, if we were to split each con- 

dition into true, false and foil memory responses we would not have sufficient 

trials to compare reinstatement results among memory response types. Namely, 

our cutoff for inclusion in the RSA analyses is 15 trials per condition and limiting 

our analyses to only false memory responses would result in the majority of par- 

ticipants being excluded due to low trial counts. Future work, potentially using 

a paradigm resulting in higher rates of false memory responses should attempt 

to elucidate trial-level reinstatement and behavioral false memory relationships. 
ohen, 2001 ; Hannula and Ranganath, 2008 ; Shimamura, 2010 ) and

cross event boundaries ( Preston et al., 2004 ; Zeithamova and Pre-

ton, 2010 ; Zeithamova et al., 2012 a). Specifically, in line with the

urrent results, past studies using a similar associative inference task

ave linked the anterior hippocampus to the flexible reactivation and

ecombination of discrete ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ event representations in order

o infer the relationship between the non-overlapping ‘A’ and ‘C’ items

 Preston et al., 2004 ; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010 ). 

Prefrontal regions including the posterior mPFC and L. IFG have

een implicated in the integration of incoming information with ex-

sting knowledge structures and interference resolution for similar or

ompeting items in memory, respectively. Specifically, past work has

uggested a role for posterior mPFC regions in the integration of in-

ormation into existing knowledge schemas during new learning (e.g.,

onasia et al., 2018 ). Schemas are organized knowledge frameworks re-

ated to a particular subject or event that support our ability generalize

cross event boundaries to extract the general or most common fea-

ures of multiple related events ( Bartlett, 1932 ). In a similar vein as in-

egrated/recombined representations supporting successful associative

nference, schemas allow for relationships between common event el-

ments that have not been directly experienced together. That is, in a

ovel context, schemas may provide a framework by which expectations

an be drawn based on past experiences with similar or conceptually-

elated contexts. As suggested by past work ( Zeithamova et al., 2012 b),

uch schema-based generalization and abstraction across event bound-

ries may rely on similar processes and/or representations that sup-

ort successful associative inference ( Bowman and Zeithamova, 2018 ;

chlichting et al., 2015 ; Spalding et al., 2018 ; Tse et al., 2011 ;

an Kesteren et al., 2010b , 2010a ; Zeithamova et al., 2012 a; for a similar

iew, see also Nieuwenhuis and Takashima, 2011 ). In line with a role of

he posterior mPFC in schema-based generalization and abstraction sup-

orting memory integration, our posterior mPFC ROI was indeed similar

o those reported in past work evaluating the effects of schema congru-

ncy/incongruency on associative memory ( van Buuren et al., 2014 )

nd memory integration ( van Kesteren et al., 2020 ). 

Finally, IFG regions have been implicated in the controlled retrieval

f and interference resolution among competing memory representa-

ions ( Badre and Wagner, 2007 ; Oztekin et al., 2009 ). Consistent with

ontrolled retrieval/interference resolution interpretation of L. IFG func-

ion, we found greater L. IFG activity for correct inference compared

o incorrect inference trials potentially because successful associative

nference requires the reactivation and manipulation of similar, par-

ially overlapping ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ representations and presumably requires

reater interference resolution than the retrieval of a single directly

earned representation. Taken together, the current univariate results

mplicate a key role for the anterior hippocampus, posterior mPFC, and

. IFG in the flexible use of previously learned representations stored

n memory to learn novel associations among items that were never di-

ectly experienced together. Further, the current results replicate past

ork using a similar associative inference paradigm despite using dif-

erent encoding instructions, more complex stimuli, and differing study-

est delays (see Zeithamova and Preston, 2010 ). 

.2. Recombination-related contextual reinstatement in the hippocampus, 

osterior mPFC and content-reinstatement region 

The current results extend past work relating the reinstatement

f encoding-related patterns during retrieval to participants’ memory

ecisions (e.g., Mack and Preston, 2016 ). Specifically, past work has

ighlighted both the relationship between neural reinstatement and

ippocampal-cortical interactions in support of successful memory re-

rieval (for a review, see Xue, 2018 ). The current results extend such

ndings to false memories for specific contextual details that were mis-

akenly bound to the currently cued event as a direct consequence of

exible retrieval processes that support successful inference. 
15 
During the detail retrieval task, we found greater neural pattern

imilarity between the currently cued event and the overlapping, yet

ncorrect context after successful inference compared to after unsuc-

essful inference in the anterior hippocampus, posterior mPFC and our

ontent-reinstatement region (i.e., the L. ITG). Critically, we correlated

emory-based patterns of activity during the detail retrieval task with

eural patterns when participants viewed the overlapping, yet incor-

ect event context during the pre-exposure phase, which occurred prior

o participants learning the overlapping ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ associations, and

uantified our pattern similarity effects by taking correlations from the

ame relative to different event triads. That is, pattern similarity effects

eported in the current study reflect the item-specific reinstatement of

he overlapping, yet incorrect event context, independent of any gen-

ral successful inference related processes or any perceptual similarities

etween the ‘encoding’ (i.e., pre-exposure) and retrieval phases. 

We hypothesized that hippocampally-dependent flexible recombi-

ation and cross-episode binding mechanisms that support successful

ssociative inference would result in a more integrated hippocampal

epresentation on subsequent retrieval attempts, which would further

esult in the mistaken reinstatement of event elements from the over-

apping, yet incorrect event context via hippocampally-driven cortical

einstatement mechanisms. In line with this hypothesis, during the de-

ail retrieval task for successful inference triads, we found a significant

ositive relationship between pattern similarity scores in the anterior

ippocampus and the L. ITG. This finding suggests that pattern sim-

larity effects in the anterior hippocampus may result in the reinstate-

ent of overlapping, yet incorrect contextual details in content-selective

ortical regions potentially via erroneous pattern completion processes

whereby elements of overlapping, yet incorrect context are mistakenly

einstated in response to the cue person). 

Such false memory results are consistent with past research demon-

trating that, under certain circumstances, false memories can be ac-

ompanied by the false reactivation of content-sensitive cortical re-

ions (e.g., Aminoff et al., 2008 ; Kahn et al., 2004 ; Karanian and

lotnick, 2017 , 2018 ; Kurkela and Dennis, 2016 ; Slotnick and Schac-

er, 2004 ). They also fit with work showing that the reinstatement or

eminders of past contextual information during new learning, can result

n source misattributions where new information is mistakenly remem-

ered as having come from the original context ( Hupbach et al., 2008 ,

007 , 2009 ; Gershman et al., 2013 ). Such studies show that the same

egions active during encoding may come online both for the retrieval

f true and false memories and also during new learning, resulting in

ource misattributions. By contrast, the current results demonstrate that

alse memories can be supported by the item-specific reinstatement of

ontextual details (for related work see also Liang and Preston, 2017 ;

im et al., 2019 ) and further, that flexible retrieval-related changes in

alse contextual reinstatement track such changes in participants’ false

emory scores. 11 

Importantly, the current study highlights strong ROI-specific hy-

otheses based on past literature, which allows us to narrowly focus the

esults and discussion on specific and logical regions known to be in-

olved in flexibly retrieving and recombining past events. Future, more

xploratory, work should attempt to determine the role of other core

etwork regions typically involved with episodic memory related tasks

n successful associative inference and subsequent false memories. 
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.3. Relating flexible recombination mechanisms to the neural 

einstatement of contextual details and behavioral false memories 

Given past work suggesting that flexible retrieval mechanisms may

ome at a cost - namely, the misattribution of contextual details from

ne event to the overlapping yet incorrect event - we hypothesized

hat hippocampally-dependent flexible retrieval processes active dur-

ng the directly learned/associative inference test may drive subsequent

einstatement of contextual details from the overlapping, yet incorrect

vent in our content-reinstatement region. Further, we hypothesized

hat inference-dependent changes in contextual reinstatement in our

ontent-reinstatement region may drive participants’ behavioral false

emory effects. In line with this hypothesis, we found that individual

ifferences in inference-related univariate hippocampal activity, repre-

enting flexible recombination/cross-episode binding mechanisms dur-

ng the directly learned/associative inference test, were positively cor-

elated with the change in inference-related reinstatement of contex-

ual details from the overlapping, yet incorrect event in our content-

einstatement region. Further, the change in successful inference-related

einstatement of contextual details from the overlapping, yet incorrect

vent in our content-reinstatement region was positively correlated with

articipants’ behavioral false memory effects. In sum, these results sug-

est that the greater the degree to which participants recombined the

artially overlapping ‘AB’ and ‘BC’ events in order to infer the relation-

hip between the non-overlapping ‘A’ and ‘C’ elements, the greater the

einstatement of specific contextual details that were mistakenly bound

o the overlapping, yet incorrect event as a result of successful associa-

ive inference. Further, the reinstatement of contextual details during

ubsequent retrieval attempts may drive the reported pattern of behav-

oral false memory effects. 

In a mediation analysis aimed at linking anterior hippocampal uni-

ariate activity effects during the directly learned/associative inference

est and behavioral false memory effects via pattern similarity effects in

ur three ROIs, we found a significant indirect effect of univariate activ-

ty in the anterior hippocampus during the directly learned/associative

nference task on subsequent false memory scores via the reinstatement

f contextual details from the overlapping, yet incorrect event in the L.

TG (i.e., our content-reinstatement region). Such results build on past

ork highlighting the relationship between memory errors and recom-

ining elements of distinct episodic or autobiographical memories (e.g.,

urt et al., 2004 ; Devitt et al., 2015 ; Odegard and Lampinen, 2004 ). 

While results of the current mediation analysis should be consid-

red exploratory given the small sample size for an across-subjects

ediation effect ( Fritz and MacKinnon, 2007 ), they are in line with

he results of the previously reported correlations and suggest that

ecombination/cross-episode binding-related activity may be related to

ubsequent changes in pattern similarity in regions that are important

or reinstating encoding-related perceptual information during retrieval.

uture research should attempt to clarify the role of flexible retrieval

rocesses in the reinstatement of subsequent event details using larger

ample sizes and a task more suited for classic mediation analyses. 

onclusion 

Together, our findings suggest that hippocampally-dependent flexi-

le recombination/cross-episode binding mechanisms support success-

ul associative inference and these same flexible retrieval processes re-

ult in the neural representations of the original event becoming more

imilar to the overlapping, yet incorrect context during subsequent re-

rieval attempts. Further, the degree to which these overlapping, yet

ncorrect contextual details were later reinstated after successful infer-

nce compared to after unsuccessful inference (relative to reinstatement

ffects before successful compared to unsuccessful inference) in content-

einstatement regions tracked participants false memory effects. These

ndings suggest that the false memory effects reported here may be the

esult of the mistaken binding of contextual details from the overlap-
16 
ing yet incorrect event context to the currently cued event as a result

f successful associative inference. 

More generally, and in line with the tenets of the constructive

pisodic simulation hypothesis discussed at the outset ( Schacter and

ddis, 2007a , 2007b , 2020 ), our results provide novel neuroimaging

vidence that directly links flexible retrieval and recombination pro-

esses with memory errors that result from adaptive uses of those pro-

esses, which in our paradigm involve supporting successful associative

nference. Accordingly, these results also lend novel neural support to

he broader idea that memory errors and distortions are produced by

daptive constructive processes ( Schacter, 2012 ) that support diverse

unctions, including future event simulation, semantic processing, and

emory updating (e.g., Chadwick et al., 2016 ; Dewhurst et al., 2016 ;

owe, 2011 ; Howe and Garner, 2018 ; Schacter et al., 2011 ; for a re-

ent review, see Schacter et al., 2021 ). We think that future studies that

lucidate neural basis of such effects will contribute importantly to our

nderstanding of the constructive nature of memory and cognition. 
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